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Abstract

Excessive stress can epigenetically alter an individual’s DNA and affect mental health. For instance, 
women who have been exposed to domestic violence have been found to have psychopathological 
alterations in their behaviors and in their hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis functioning. 
However, these changes are reversible, because people can change their genetic makeup by changing 
their thoughts and beliefs. This provides an opportunity for domestic violence survivors to acquire 
behavioral and cognitive practices that support healthier epigenetic modifications in the expression 
of genes. The use of strategies centered on spirituality has been proposed as a skill that can enhance 
resilience, which is the ability to adapt to stress and adversities. Similar to the epigenetic mechanisms 
involved in excessive stress, resilience can also alter gene expressions, which can support healthier 
neuropsychological functioning. The conclusion I draw from the review of recent research is that for 
victims of domestic violence, enhancing their spirituality through prayers, meditation, or cognitive 
reframing can lead to neuropsychological changes that can offset the negative psychopathological 
alterations that occur during excessive stress. 
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The Epigenetic Effects of Stress

The term “epigenetic” refers to an effect or condition that arises from non-genetic influences on gene 
expression. Those influences can include environmental conditions, stress, a person’s emotional state, or 
physical trauma. Specifically, these effects are heritable, and they are such outside the normal mechanisms of 
genotypes-thus the “epi-“prefix in the term, epigenetics.
The idea that experiences, emotions, responses, etc. can influence an individual’s genetic makeup is one 
that has fallen in and out of favor in past decades, which is somewhat understandable in that it seems 
to violate accepted hereditary science. However, experiments have shown that animals that are subjected 
to stresses or other stimuli and respond to them will transmit those responses to their offspring [1]. For 
instance, aversion to a given stimulus imparted by experimentally causing a negative event to occur when 
that stimulus is present, such as delivering an electric shock to a rat when it encounters a certain food, will 
often be transmitted to its offspring; the rat’s offspring will exhibit the same aversion without ever having 
experienced the negative stimulus.

Epigenetic phenotype variations occur in plants as well as animals. The mechanism by which this occurs is 
not always well understood, but it is clear that organisms are fundamentally altered-at the DNA and RNA 
level-by their experiences. In particular, survival mechanisms may be transmitted to offspring if they are 
formulated in response to stimuli [2]. That these changes occur within a single generation strongly suggests 
that they are not an expression of Darwinian evolution concepts as such-that an organism that develops a 
way to cope with a stressor is more likely to reproduce. Rather, epigenetic variations are faster than evolution; 
nonetheless, they are often surprisingly complex [2].

The topic of epigenetic variation has unfortunately been clouded by pseudoscience [3]. A fairly common 
expression of this is the idea that one’s genetics can be manipulated by mind control or other psychological 
techniques. Self-medication, hypnosis, sleep therapy, etc. have been touted as ways to influence one’s genetic 
makeup and make certain (presumably positive) traits heritable. Similarly, it is often touted that immunity 
or greater resistance to disease can be conferred by thought training [3]. These ideas reflect an ignorance of 
what epigenetic variation actually is and how it works.

Recommendations are that a study that frames spirituality as a buffer for stress caused by 
domestic violence could be significant in further illuminating the power of thoughts and beliefs 
in influencing our neurological functioning, and such a study or studies should be conducted with 
diverse populations and in a variety of settings.

Epigenetics can potentially influence a host of human conditions. In the field of medicine, epigenetics can 
explain aging mechanisms and the body’s responses to cancer, which are seen by some researchers to be 
closely related [4]. In the field of human psychology, epigenetics can be used to understand responses to 
stress, anxiety, depression, addiction, and fear. For example, conditional fears-fears that arise in response to 
a specific stimulus-are heritable traits [1].
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Therefore, I recommend that research be done on whether and to what extent an emotional and cognitive 
therapy program could have a positive effect on an individual’s genetic makeup and consequent ability to 
cope with a stressor, especially a recurring one. In particular, I would like to discuss how such thought modi-
fication could help the victims of domestic violence to form a physical and mental shield against its effects. 
These would include the effects of past trauma as well as future traumatic events that are related.

Behavior is self-reinforcing in that a person will tend to repeat a behavior as long as it solves a problem, deals 
with a situation, or at least creates no perceived harm [7]. The fact that an individual has performed a given 
behavior in the past increases the likelihood that it will be repeated, and that likelihood increases with each 
iteration. The brain forms stimuli-action patterns that reinforce these trends [7].

If it is true that responses to stimuli produce epigenetic modifications (and that appears to be the case in 
this growing field), then it follows that a person who successfully copes with stressful stimuli will be better 
equipped to deal with that same type of stress in the future. This may seem like common wisdom, but it is 
important to draw the distinction that these are not direct cognitive modifications, as in learning to cope 
with stress(ors). Rather, these changes occur at the genetic level-the organism becomes better equipped to 
handle the negative event. Therefore, a person who learns ways to deal with domestic violence and its after-
math and effects will be better equipped to withstand it on a fundamental level. This and other life experi-
ences create and influence behavior patterns, as explained below.

Mindfulness and meditation can speed and strengthen the formation of these neural behavior pathways [8]. 
These changes occur especially when the mind and body are aware of the benefits of the behavior pattern(s). 
Learning how to deal with psychological stress is a crucial defense mechanism, and mindfulness, meditation, 
and other spiritual practices can equip the brain with the resources and skills needed to do so [8].

This concept informs the purpose of this paper, which is to suggest that more research is needed on the 
epigenetic changes that occur in humans in response to stressors. Specifically, it is not well understood what 
the effects of those changes are on the individual’s future behavior and ability to cope with stress. What little 
research exists has focused on the heritability of such changes; there has been no research on how a person 
might change stress-coping mechanisms as a result of thought and behavior alterations.

In particular, it is not well understood how an individual may heighten his/her positive responses to stress (by 
developing coping mechanisms) by positive epigenetic modification. Can an individual alter his/her genetic 
makeup by thinking? This might at first seem implausible, but after all, there is robust science suggesting that 
experiences do cause genetic modification, as there is otherwise no mechanism by which stimulus response 
traits could be heritable [5]. Stimulus responses in thinking creatures have an emotional component; the 
animal (or the human) crafts coping mechanisms on both a physiological and an emotional level [6].

Neurobiology of Behavior Patterns
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Al Amar (2016) posited that the brain operates according to the principles of quantum mechanics. The 
state of the brain is constantly changing according to the actions and states of its billions of neurons and the 
electrical impulses traveling among them. Al Amar (2016) mentioned the brain’s “plasticity,” which is its ad-
aptational and learning abilities. This includes beliefs and emotions, which when expressed, create a feedback 
mechanism, which is often pleasurable. Thus, the quantum state of the brain is influenced by experiences, 
which include psychotherapy [9].

Quantum Mechanics of the Brain

Bruce Lipton originally published his seminal work in 2005. As a cell biologist, he initially was taught to be-
lieve what he called genetic determinism-that a person’s behavior was determined (at least, to a great extent) 
by cellular programming, or genetics and that that fundamental aspect could not be altered [10]. Specifi-
cally, behavioral changes would not be imprinted on a person’s genes and were thus not directly heritable. 
Lipton challenged conventional thinking, which was based on a Darwinian perspective, that behavior may 
be learned by an organism but that learned behavior will not cause changes at the genetic level. Yet, Lipton 
pointed out, human genes are switched on and off by external stimuli. Thus, a person’s gene pattern is the 
sum of his genetics at birth and his experiences.

The Biology of Belief: Lipton’s Work

Lipton (2015) reported being viewed as a heretic by many in the scientific community, being scorned by 
even his friends and colleagues. Lipton may not have helped his cause by stating that the human genetic 
pattern was infinitely mutable via thought and experience and thus, “perfect happiness” was attainable by all. 
Nonetheless, his views align with epigenetics, which as explained above, is a growing field. Lipton (2008) 
stated that spirituality was a vital factor in epigenetic change and that such change, as it occurs at the cellular 
level, is fundamental [11].

It could be said that the jury is still out regarding Lipton’s views. Certainly, they contradict much of accepted 
thinking in the fields of genetics. Yet, much recent research has suggested that there is value in his approach. 
This suggests the value of spiritual psychology in teaching the brain and body-at the cellular level-to become 
more resilient and resistant to stressors. Spiritual and mainstream psychology intersect in instances where 
spiritual behavior is proposed or used as a therapeutic device.

Spiritual and Mainstream Psychology

The primary difference between conventional, or mainstream psychology and spiritual psychology is that 
the former, while it may include in its treatment modalities the encouragement of the patient to engage in 
spiritual activities as a form of therapy, does not expressly ascribe any power or treatment mechanism to 
spiritual belief. In other words, it does not state that there is any direct benefit from praying or other spiritual 
practices other than as a calming and therapeutic effect on the patient. This is distinguished from spiritual 
psychology, which ascribes some intrinsic benefit to the patient from spiritual activities.
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Spiritual psychology focuses on guiding the patient toward self-realization. It is not dependent on any par-
ticular creed or belief system. Rather, it is patient-focused and depends less on empirical knowledge than 
conventional psychology [12]. While it may be oriented toward the belief system of the practitioner or the 
patient, its goal is not so much to teach or affirm that belief system as to use is as a mechanism for the patient 
to achieve greater self-awareness [12]. That said, a patient who lives in a spiritual society may derive greater 
comfort and satisfaction from spiritual rather than conventional psychotherapy [12].

Western conventional and Eastern spiritual psychology, like Western and Eastern medicine, have begun to 
integrate in recent years [15,16]. Plante stated that it was necessary for Western psychologists to improve 
their professional cultural competence regarding their patients’ spirituality. Also, Plante (2014) held open 
the possibility that even Western conventional practitioners should be prepared to offer spiritual therapy to 
their patients [16].

This is not to say that spirituality is a vague concept or cannot be measured. In fact, Ekşi and Kardaş (2017) 
developed a scale to measure patients’ spirituality. The three factors measured by the scale, which was ad-
ministered to 497 psychiatric patients in Turkey, were transcendence, harmony with nature, and anomie. The 
researchers determined that the scores returned by the instrument (Likert-scale questions) were a valid and 
reliable measure of spirituality and that such scores could be used as a basis for the proper therapies [13].

Turning to spirituality to comfort a patient is as old as civilization itself; when a condition was incurable 
or unavoidably fatal, medical and psychological professionals would turn to prayer as a way of assisting the 
patient [14]. In extremity, the patient can be greatly comforted by the concept of an afterlife, as both a res-
pite from suffering and an improvement of one’s lot [14]. Thus, whether one ascribes validity to a particular 
belief system or not is moot; what matters is that the patient feels better as a result of the spiritual therapy.

The Benefits of Spiritual Psychology

Spiritual psychology can have benefits to the patient that are not usually conferred by mainstream (or West-
ern) practices. These include a deeper connection between the therapist and the patient [16]. Lukoff (2014) 
reported that a spiritual approach had worked with patients for whom other approaches had failed. The dif-
ference between spiritual psychology and mainstream psychology is that the latter does not emphasize the 
patient’s spiritual life, which may be extremely important to the patient. Thus, for certain patients, spiritual 
psychology is the proper and most beneficial therapeutic approach [15,16].

In a way, spiritual psychology is fundamental to the field of psychology. Therapists, whether called that at 
the time or something else, have used spiritual psychology to comfort and heal those who were afflicted 
for thousands of years [14]. 

While spiritual psychology is practiced more in non-Western cultures, it has been more mainstream in 
recent years. Lukoff (2014) reflected on his 35 years of clinical practice in California, in which he had 
integrated spiritual therapy into his psychiatry practice. He reported that integrating traditional Western 
empirical approaches with Eastern spiritual approaches had proved beneficial to his patients. He stated that 
many of his patients had achieved positive results from his therapeutic approach, which in the final analysis, 
is all that matters [15].
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Emotional damage from being a victim of domestic violence includes heightened fear, lowered self-esteem, 
difficulty in forming new relationships, damage to existing relationships, and difficulties in establishing and 
maintaining trust. In this context, a victim is anyone who is traumatized as a result of the abuse, whether 
its direct target or not. This includes the children of battered spouses [19]. Thus, mitigating the problem of 
domestic violence must include recognizing all of its victims; some such victims may be hidden if they are 
not the ones assaulted by the abuser.

Persons who experience domestic violence may suffer lowered emotional intelligence as a result [20]. These 
researchers studied a population of 40 women in Poland who had been the victims of domestic violence. 
They administered an emotional intelligence survey instrument to them and to a control group who had 
not experienced domestic violence. The scores on the assessment were lower for the group that had suffered 
domestic violence. The authors suggested that psychosocial interventions should take into account the 
possibility that abused persons may have had their emotional intelligence degraded as a result of the abuse, 
meaning that they would have less resilience, lowered emotional thresholds, and lower tolerance for further 
trauma [20].

Interventions for the victims of domestic violence include raising the victim’s self-esteem and returning him/
her to a healthy level of emotional functioning. The victim of such violence may feel, and have felt, powerless 
to resist the abuser and/or control his/her fate. It is problematic, however, for a therapist to counteract the 
emotional damage that has been done, as the victim may be reassured by hearing that he/she is a worthy 
human being and a release from the status of victim; but on the other hand, the victim’s recent life experience 
is in fact that of being a victim and a target of abuse, which contradicts any positive feelings of self-esteem.

Addressing a patient’s spiritual life and well-being may be the best therapeutic approach even with the 
availability of newer techniques [14]. In many societies in the past and the present, a person’s inner psyche 
was and is considered to be his/her spirit; therefore, any meaningful psychotherapy must be spiritual in 
nature [12].

The Psychological Effects of Domestic Violence

The focus of this paper is on how spiritual therapy can treat the psychological effects of domestic violence. 
The physical effects of domestic violence are usually obvious and quite visible; however, its psychological 
and emotional impacts on the victim are usually at least as severe, if not more so, and are usually much 
longer-lasting [17]. The emotional pain a victim of domestic violence feels requires treatment and therapy 
just as physical wounds do, but that damage is not as readily apparent as physical trauma. As a result, much 
of the damage from domestic violence goes untreated and unreported [18].

From the epigenetic viewpoint, the abuse causes alterations at the genetic level. The mind and body react 
to the abuse with the goal of mitigating its effects and preparing for it should it happen again. These can 
take a positive form (increased resilience, resolve to fight back, increased vigilance, mental and physical 
separation from the abuser) or a negative one (withdrawal, defensiveness, internalizing victimhood, lack of 
assertiveness). The goal of the therapist should be to undo the negative changes if at all possible. Epigenetic 
effects could be made to occur relatively quickly if the victim’s thoughts and emotions can be re-aligned. This 
can be accomplished through the actions of trained interventionists.
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PTSD is particularly prevalent in the victims of domestic abuse. In addition to the obvious effects of physical 
assault, the victim suffers a loss of security and sense of place, as the home is no longer a place of safety and 
security but rather, a place where abuse happens or has happened [23]. The fundamental nature of suffering 
an assault or assaults in one’s home makes the resultant psychological damage that much harder to heal and 
to treat [23].

It is for this reason that I am recommending that a study be performed on how victims of domestic 
violence can be helped via a program of spirituality to enhance their resilience and thereby improve their 
neurophysiological functioning. It is a premise inherent in this recommendation that such a program could 
enhance victims’ gene expressions to provide them with a stronger defense mechanism against the effects 
of domestic violence. This would include giving them the means to mitigate the aftereffects of past abuse as 
well as better cope with future incidents, which is unfortunately a needed defense when the victim has no 
practical choice but to return to the scene of the abuse, at least in the short term.

The first step that responders should take is to ensure the victim’s safety and to put him/her in a safe space 
where the abuse cannot recur; this is a fundamental step that must be taken before any treatment can oc-
cur. If the violence occurs within a family unit, this step may be highly disruptive to the victim(s), as often, 
a new place to live must be found while the problem is dealt with by law enforcement and the courts [21]. 
Even if the offender is removed and the victim can stay in his/her own house, however, there will still be 
problems of psychological damage and trauma, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [21].

Depending on the metrics used, roughly 3/4 of female victims of domestic violence suffer some kind of 
long-lasting mental trauma (i.e., it does not stop when the abuse stops) [22]. These effects include depres-
sion, PTSD, loss of self-esteem, developing substance abuse, and in some cases, self-inflicted violence 
[22]. Victims of domestic violence rarely emerge unscathed from the experience and in many cases, suffer 
permanent psychological and emotional damage [22].

Interventions to Treat Domestic Violence Victims

Domestic violence support services are available in most medium-size and large communities. The conditions 
that professionals offering such services treat often include depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD) [24]. Therefore, the professional who encounters and treats domestic abuse victims will 
usually follow a fairly standard protocol in assessing the psychological damage done to the victim. This will 
include raising the victim’s self-esteem, treating his/her depression, and insulating him/her from anxiety 
triggers [24]. Unfortunately, sometimes either funding or facilities (shelter), or both, are not available. The 
effects of domestic violence and abuse can be long-lasting, but therapy and other interventions may not be 
provided for a long enough time.

It is for this reason that I am recommending that a study be performed on how victims of domestic 
violence can be helped via a program of spirituality to enhance their resilience and thereby improve their 
neurophysiological functioning. It is a premise inherent in this recommendation that such a program could 
enhance victims’ gene expressions to provide them with a stronger defense mechanism against the effects of 
domestic violence. 
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This would include giving them the means to mitigate the aftereffects of past abuse as well as better cope 
with future incidents, which is unfortunately a needed defense when the victim has no practical choice but 
to return to the scene of the abuse, at least in the short term.

A program of spirituality has the potential to heal victims’ psychological damage by providing them with a 
grounded space in which to shelter. Prayers, meditation, and cognitive reframing can all help to create such 
a space. This last, cognitive reframing, is a therapeutic exercise whereby the victim reframes her experience in 
a more positive, or at least a less negative light. This could include convincing the victim that the abuse was 
not his/her fault (a common perception in victims, which often leads to further psychopathology) or that 
its severity is serving as a “wake-up call” and the problem will now be dealt with [25]. Helping the victim to 
bring spirituality into his/her life can have intrinsic therapeutic value and enhance the victim’s well-being 
[26]. This approach to therapy does not have to be aligned with any particular religion or belief system; 
approaches in the past have involved religious conversions or at least the attempt to do so, but that is not 
necessary to help and heal victims [25].

The epigenetic viewpoint suggests that if successful, spirituality therapy could alter the victim’s 
neuropsychological makeup at the fundamental level-by altering his/her genotype. The victim would acquire 
greater emotional and psychological resilience. Also, the lingering effects of the abuse-such as PTSD-would 
lessen in severity and perhaps duration as well [27].

While it would be a practical impossibility to discover experimentally whether these therapeutic changes 
are heritable, it would be quite possible to evaluate victims before and after spirituality therapy. A premise of 
such a study, based on the epigenetic viewpoint, would be that any changes in behavior and emotions brought 
about by the therapy would not only be learned but also “imprinted”-that the person has the improvements 
conferred by the therapy encoded in his/her genotype. Again, it would be impossible to observe this effect 
directly, but it would be valuable to do a before-and-after comparison nonetheless [28].

Such a comparison could be performed using either quantitative or qualitative methods. Characteristics 
such as resiliency and emotional health (also negatives such as stress, trauma, and PTSD) can be measured 
quantitatively via Likert-scale questionnaires; there are many existing validated instruments for that purpose 
and the resultant variables can be compared in a number of ways. Such approaches, however, though “neat 
and tidy,” can only explore the specific aspects of the phenomenon of domestic abuse and recovery therefrom 
that are dealt with in a given instrument. In other words, such an approach is self-limiting.

Recommendations for Future Studies

A qualitative phenomenological study could uncover deep insights about the lived experiences of those 
who suffer domestic abuse and receive spirituality therapy to treat its effects. As the effects of any kind of 
psychological therapy are best discovered through self-reporting or by direct observation by the researcher, 
qualitative open-ended interviews have the potential to provide rich and detailed data. (Also, it would be 
impractical as well as ethically questionable to observe persons who have been previously traumatized, even 
with their permission).
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Following are some approaches that could be used:

Victims of domestic violence could benefit by having access to a treatment method (spirituality therapy) that 
is presently not often used. By separating out spirituality treatment and training from the practices and tenets 
of any particular religion, the scope of and possibility for this therapy could be broadened. Even if spirituality 
therapy does not work for everyone, its availability as a treatment modality-validated by research-would be 
another treatment option for the victims of domestic abuse in addition to more “conventional” treatments.

Benefits of the Recommended Research

Also, looking ahead to the long term, such research could add to the discipline of genetics by showing how 
epigenetic changes create and reinforce psychological tendencies for victims of stress. It is possible, even 
likely given the research so far, that persons who successfully cope with stress become more resilient on a 
fundamental, genetic level. This would, theoretically, be manifested both in their own future behavior and 
in that of their offspring-a fascinating area to explore.

• Locate a therapy/treatment center that treats and counsels victims of domestic violence. Either locate a 
therapist who already uses spirituality therapy or ask a therapist to employ it, with patient/victim consent. 
Interview the participants (the victims who receive the therapy) both before and after receiving the spiritu-
ality therapy. Perform thematic analyses of the two interviews and compare them for each participant. The 
sample size here could be quite small, as few as six participants.

• Locate a facility that provides spiritual therapy-not necessarily or exclusively to domestic violence victims. 
Ask the facility to ask permission of any domestic violence victims who use its services to be participants in 
a study. This could be conducted as above insofar as procedures and sampling.

• Locate potential participants who have been victims of domestic violence and ask them if they have em-
ployed spirituality in their efforts to recover from the abuse they suffered. Perform qualitative interviews 
with those who reply in the affirmative. This approach would not compare “before” and “after” the therapy 
and would probably need a larger sample size: possibly 10-12 participants.

• Locate persons who provide spiritual therapy services and ask them what improvements they have seen 
in clients who came to them after having suffered domestic abuse. It might be difficult to locate very many 
participants in this approach, so this is possibly best for a case study approach. The researcher would have 
to be extremely careful to protect patient confidentiality and anonymity, but that is true for all the other 
approaches listed above.
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